Crown ether assembly of gold nanoparticles: melamine sensor.
Melamine toxicity causing the renal failure and death of animals and humans has recently attracted worldwide attention. Developing an easy, fast, and sensitive method for the routine melamine detection is of great importance. Herein, we report the colorimetric sensing of melamine, based on the 18-crown-6 ether functionalized gold nanoparticles (GNPs) through the formation of cavity complexes with amines. Based on high extinction coefficients and spectral sensitivity of the surface plasmon resonance band of the GNPs, the rapid and sensitive melamine detection was achieved both visually and spectroscopically. Under the optimal conditions, melamine could be selectively detected in a concentration range from 10 to 500 ppb with a limit of detection as 6 ppb (3σ), which is much lower than the strictest melamine safety requirement of 1 ppm. To demonstrate the selectivity and practicality of the method, melamine detection was realized in the real complex samples (dairy) with excellent analyte concentration recovery, indicating its applicability for real-time monitoring of toxins in common products. Crown ether assembly of GNP also opens a new route for the formation of three-dimensional pseudorotaxane-like assemblies of nanoparticles that can be applicable to a variety of amine-bearing ligands.